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The CalibrationConsole initiates a calibration scan by publishing scan information to the Information Service (IS). The PixActionsServer running on the Single Board Computer (SBC) housed inside the VME crate sends commands and configuration to the master, which configures and triggers the front-ends. The slaves build histograms from the front-end data stream and send them via Gigabit Ethernet to a processing farm which performs reformatting and calculations. The results are then published to the Online Histogramming (OH) service. 
Introduction
The Insertable-B-Layer (IBL, [1] ) has recently been commissioned at the ATLAS Experiment, adding 12 million channels to the existing Pixel Detector. The front-end chips (FE-I4) are connected to newly designed readout hardware [2, 3] situated in a VME crate.
In order to take data under uniform conditions, one needs to periodically tune the detector in short breaks between data-taking sessions to accommodate for radiation damage and ageing effects. Tuning involves a variety of components, ranging from highlevel steering and analysis software (PixLib) running on commodity hardware, to embedded components situated inside the VME crate that feature only a minimal or no operating system at all.
Understanding the interactions between these components is key in debugging and optimizing the tuning procedures to become more efficient. We therefore implement an instrumentation framework aimed at all major components.
It features a uniform interface to the user and is able to take instrumentation data with µs-precision. A central server application is used to gather the instrumentation data of a tuning session. It processes the data and saves it into a SQLite database for later analysis. 
Results & Outlook

Instrumentation of calibration components
There are many potential parameters that have an influence on the overall calibration performance such as:
• CPU / memory consumption • Network speed between ROD slaves and FitFarm • Inefficiencies in steering the scan on the ROD master • Lock contention Synchronously instrumenting the heterogeneous landscape of components gives the opportunity to better understand, optimize and also debug the calibration procedures that are run on:
• PixLib (high level library)
• ROD Master (PPC) • Rod Slave (MicroBlaze) Figure 3 gives an overview of the framework, while 
